
Emerald Class Newsletter – Summer term 2019 

 

I hope you have had a lovely Easter break and are 

ready to start the term.  

The topic this term is ‘Extreme Earth’, where we will be 

learning all about the structure of the Earth and how 

earthquakes, volcanoes and extreme weather are caused. 

Not only will this link in with literacy, it will also link 

in with our on-going understanding of climate change 

and what we can do to reduce our carbon footprints.  

We will have maths lessons every day where we will be 

looking at reasoning and problem solving. Again, may I 

reiterate how important it is that your child knows their 

times tables and can recall them at speed. Often 

children understand the method but make mistakes due 

to this. 

In guided reading again this term, the main focus is 

inference as children still need more practice in 

understanding the meaning of why the author has used 

certain words or phrases. Please can you make sure you 

listen to your child read at least twice a week and ask 

them questions about the text as this will really help.  

In science, we will be looking at solids liquids and 

gases and later on, the water cycle, which will also 

link to some areas of our topic of ‘Extreme Earth’. 

We will continue spelling and handwriting lessons, as 

presentation is a focus of Winchelsea. It is important 

that your child learns the spellings sent home each week 



to consolidate the learning in the lesson. They will also 

choose 10 words from the year 3/4 spelling list which 

they are practising learning with their peers for 10 

minutes 3 times a week. 

Swimming kits (with hats) will need to be brought in 

with their £3 every Thursday. Please make sure your 

child has a suitable PE kit as the Wednesday PE lesson, 

which is football, will be outside, even if it is cold.  

If there is anything I can help you with, please catch 

me at the beginning or end of the day for a chat.  

 

Mrs Frost 

 

 


